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A detailed Move-out inspection of the property situated at 76 Front St., Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on
11/13/2018.
The inspection was done by Marina Santarossa for Chapps
The parties, tenant and landlord, mutually agree to have the state of the property described with all parties present, in
order to record in which state the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
any rental damage. Exception is made for the damages caused by normal wear and tear or force majeure.
This inspection report is attached to the written lease.
Unless otherwise stated:
- No investigation is made into what is present in the walls, in the floors or in the ceilings . The condition of the floors
under the carpet is not investigated and no investigation/analysis of the soil is made.
- There is no investigation into the basic construction of the property or into its stability.
If certain defects or claims of constructive nature might be mentioned, this is done only by way of information and
without any prejudice of either party. Such observations are also never intended to be complete.
- Verticality of walls and levelness of floors is not checked
- Normal gaps between frames and windows or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on dooror window fixtures, nor are normal transitions between different building materials registered.
- The inspection does not cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
drains, heating, pipes, ducts, wells, drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
appliances in the kitchen, etc.
- The mentioned equipment and appliances are assumed to be in a normal state of good use. The tenant is responsible
for maintenance of the appliances. In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
expense of the tenant, unless the lease states otherwise.
- The leased property is free from rising or penetrating damp and condensation.
- Everything mentioned in the inspection is property of the landlord.
If no damage is mentioned in the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is
undamaged and unsoiled, in good condition and that all co-leased devices and mechanisms located in the rented property
are functioning properly.
CONVENTION on terminologies
-Explanation of the evaluation:
o
o
o
o
o

New : the element is new
Very good : the element is in very good condition
Good : the element is in good condition
Mediocre : the element shows signs of usage or wear or is in moderate condition
Bad: the element is in poor condition

When observing a problem, the following actions may be described:
o to repair: refers to a system or element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
ensure it functions accurately and reliably, or which needs to be restored to its original state
o to replace: the element needs to be replaced
o to settle: the damages must be paid for or settled otherwise
o on job list: the matter requires action
o suggestion: the note is merely formulated as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
concerned party should check, which should be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
o for the record : the issue needs no immediate attention, but is noted to be complete.
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A detailed Move-out inspection of the property situated at 76 Front St., Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on
3. 1. 3. K
11/13/2018.
The inspection was done by Marina Santarossa for Chapps

3. 1. 4. H

4.
5.
6.
7.
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B
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3. tenant
1. 5. Land landlord,
R mutually agree to have the state of the property described with all parties present, in
The parties,
order to record in which state the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
2. S damage.F Exception is made for the damages caused by normal wear and tear or force majeure.
any3.rental
This inspection
3. 2. report
1. B is attached to the written lease.

20

Unless otherwise
3. 2. 2.stated:
B
- No investigation is made into what is present in the walls, in the floors or in the ceilings . The condition of the floors
under the ' carpet
B
E is not investigated and no investigation/analysis of the soil is made.
- There is no investigation into the basic construction of the property or into its stability.
4. 1. Fdefects or claims of constructive nature might be mentioned, this is done only by way of information and
If certain
without any prejudice of either party. Such observations are also never intended to be complete.
T
I walls and levelness of floors is not checked
- Verticality of
- Normal gaps between frames and windows or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on door5. 1. Hfixtures, nor are normal transitions between different building materials registered.
or window
-T The inspection does not cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
drains, heating, pipes, ducts, wells, drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
appliances in the
A
S kitchen, etc.
- The mentioned equipment and appliances are assumed to be in a normal state of good use. The tenant is responsible
for maintenance of the appliances. In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
expense of the tenant, unless the lease states otherwise.
- The leased property is free from rising or penetrating damp and condensation.
- Everything mentioned in the inspection is property of the landlord.
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If no damage is mentioned in the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is
undamaged and unsoiled, in good condition and that all co-leased devices and mechanisms located in the rented property
are functioning properly.
CONVENTION on terminologies
-Explanation of the evaluation:
o
o
o
o
o

New : the element is new
Very good : the element is in very good condition
Good : the element is in good condition
Mediocre : the element shows signs of usage or wear or is in moderate condition
Bad: the element is in poor condition

When observing a problem, the following actions may be described:
o to repair: refers to a system or element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
ensure it functions accurately and reliably, or which needs to be restored to its original state
o to replace: the element needs to be replaced
o to settle: the damages must be paid for or settled otherwise
o on job list: the matter requires action
o suggestion: the note is merely formulated as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
concerned party should check, which should be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
o for the record : the issue needs no immediate attention, but is noted to be complete.
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A detailed Move-out inspection of the property situated at 76 Front St., Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on
11/13/2018.
The inspection was done by Marina Santarossa for Chapps
The parties, tenant and landlord, mutually agree to have the state of the property described with all parties present, in
order to record in which state the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
any rental damage. Exception is made for the damages caused by normal wear and tear or force majeure.
This inspection report is attached to the written lease.
Unless otherwise stated:
- No investigation is made into what is present in the walls, in the floors or in the ceilings . The condition of the floors
under the carpet is not investigated and no investigation/analysis of the soil is made.
- There is no investigation into the basic construction of the property or into its stability.
If certain defects or claims of constructive nature might be mentioned, this is done only by way of information and
Door of either party. Such observations
Back door are also never intended to be complete.
without anyFront
prejudice
- Verticality of walls and levelness of floors is not checked
- Normal gaps between frames and windows or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on dooror window fixtures, nor are normal transitions between different building materials registered.
- The inspection does not cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
drains, heating, pipes, ducts, wells, drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
appliances in the kitchen, etc.
- The mentioned equipment and appliances are assumed to be in a normal state of good use. The tenant is responsible
for maintenance of the appliances. In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
expense of the tenant, unless the lease states otherwise.
- The leased property is free from rising or penetrating damp and condensation.
- Everything mentioned in the inspection is property of the landlord.
If no damage is mentioned in the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is
undamaged and unsoiled, in good condition and that all co-leased devices and mechanisms located in the rented property
are functioning properly.
CONVENTION on terminologies
-Explanation of the evaluation:
o
o
o
o
o

New : the element is new
Very good : the element is in very good condition
Good : the element is in good condition
Mediocre : the element shows signs of usage or wear or is in moderate condition
Bad: the element is in poor condition

When observing a problem, the following actions may be described:
o to repair: refers to a system or element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
ensure it functions accurately and reliably, or which needs to be restored to its original state
o to replace: the element needs to be replaced
o to settle: the damages must be paid for or settled otherwise
o on job list: the matter requires action
o suggestion: the note is merely formulated as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
concerned party should check, which should be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
o for the record : the issue needs no immediate attention, but is noted to be complete.
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11/13/2018

Previous Reading
600 (11/8/2018)

2. M
E

I
Reference
M
-

M

E I

M

Code

Reference

Energy supplier
British Gas

Reading
780

-D
Code

Energy supplier
Reading
Recorded on
Previous Reading
EDF Energy
938
11/13/2018
800 (11/8/2018)
A detailed Move-out inspection of the property situated at 76 Front St., Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on
11/13/2018. M
E The
-N
inspection was done by Marina Santarossa for Chapps
Reference
Code
Energy supplier
Reading
Recorded on
Previous Reading
The parties, tenant and landlord, mutually
agree
to
have
the
state
of
the
property
described
with
all
parties
present,
in
British Gas
800
11/13/2018
570
(11/8/2018)
order to record in which state the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
W any rental
M damage. Exception is made for the damages caused by normal wear and tear or force majeure.
This inspection report is attached to the written lease.
Reference
Code
Energy supplier
Reading
Recorded on
Previous Reading
Unless otherwise stated:
British in
Gas
11/13/2018
(11/8/2018)
- No investigation is made into what is present
the walls, in 640
the floors or in the ceilings
. The condition 448
of the
floors
under the carpet is not investigated and no investigation/analysis of the soil is made.
G - There
M is no investigation into the basic construction of the property or into its stability.
If certain defects or claims of constructive nature might be mentioned, this is done only by way of information and
Reference
Code
Energy
supplier are also
Reading
on
Previous Reading
without any prejudice
of either party. Such
observations
never intended to Recorded
be complete.
- Verticality of walls and levelness of floors
is
not
checked
British Gas
998
11/13/2018
846 (11/8/2018)
- Normal gaps between frames and windows or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on dooror window fixtures, nor are normal transitions between different building materials registered.
E - The inspection
M does-not
E cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
drains, heating, pipes, ducts, wells, drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
Reference
Code
Energy supplier
Reading
Recorded on
appliances in the kitchen,
etc.
- The mentioned equipment and appliances are assumed
to be in a normal state of good use. The tenant
is responsible
British Gas
11/13/2018
for maintenance of the appliances. In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
expense of the tenant, unless the lease states otherwise.
- The leased property is free from rising or penetrating damp and condensation.
- Everything mentioned in the inspection is property of the landlord.
If no damage is mentioned in the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is
undamaged and unsoiled, in good condition and that all co-leased devices and mechanisms located in the rented property
are functioning properly.
CONVENTION on terminologies
-Explanation of the evaluation:
o
o
o
o
o

New : the element is new
Very good : the element is in very good condition
Good : the element is in good condition
Mediocre : the element shows signs of usage or wear or is in moderate condition
Bad: the element is in poor condition

When observing a problem, the following actions may be described:
o to repair: refers to a system or element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
ensure it functions accurately and reliably, or which needs to be restored to its original state
o to replace: the element needs to be replaced
o to settle: the damages must be paid for or settled otherwise
o on job list: the matter requires action
o suggestion: the note is merely formulated as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
concerned party should check, which should be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
o for the record : the issue needs no immediate attention, but is noted to be complete.
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A detailed
3.
1. 1. E Move-out inspection of the property situated at 76 Front St., Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on
11/13/2018.

GThe inspection
C was done by Marina Santarossa for Chapps
Orderliness
Ok landlord, mutually agree to have the state of the property described with all parties present, in
The parties, tenant and
order
to
record
in
which
Cleanliness
Ok state the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
any rental damage. Exception is made for the damages caused by normal wear and tear or force majeure.
Paint
This inspection reportToisretouch
attached to the written lease.

SUnless otherwise
C stated:
- No investigation is made into what is present in the walls, in the floors or in the ceilings . The condition of the floors
Ventilation
Sufficient
under the carpet is not
investigated and no investigation/analysis of the soil is made.
- There is no investigation
into the basic construction of the property or into its stability.
Electrical
Compliant
If certain defects or claims of constructive nature might be mentioned, this is done only by way of information and
Installation
without any prejudice of either party. Such observations are also never intended to be complete.
Humidity
Nonelevelness of floors is not checked
- Verticality of walls and
- Normal gaps between frames and windows or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on doorWoodcondition
Ok
or window fixtures, nor are normal transitions between different building materials registered.
- The inspection does not cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
3.
1. 1.heating,
1. E pipes, ducts,
> B wells, drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
drains,
appliances in the kitchen, etc.
3.
1. 1.
1. 1. E equipment>and
B appliances
> F are assumed to be in a normal state of good use. The tenant is responsible
- The
mentioned
for maintenance of the appliances. In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
Cexpense of the tenant, unless the lease states otherwise.
- The leased property is free from rising or penetrating damp and condensation.
Material
Hardwood
Floor
- Everything mentioned
in the inspection
is property of the landlord.
Colour
Brown in the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is
If no damage is mentioned
undamaged and unsoiled, in good condition and that all co-leased devices and mechanisms located in the rented property
Eare functioning: properly.
G
CONVENTION on terminologies
-Explanation of the evaluation:

I o New 07/11/2018
: the element is new
o Very good : the element is in very good condition
o Good : the element is in good condition
Type: the element
Damage
oIssue
Mediocre
shows signs of usage or wear or is in moderate condition
oIssue
Bad: the
element is in
condition
Type
Topoor
repair

Urgency
Suggestion
When observing a problem, the following actions may be described:
o to repair: refers to a system or element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
ensure it functions accurately and reliably, or which needs to be restored to its original state
o to replace: the element needs to be replaced
o to settle: the damages must be paid for or settled otherwise
o on job list: the matter requires action
o suggestion:
3.
1. 1. 1. 2. the
E note is merely
> B formulated
> C as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
concerned party should check, which should be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
Co for the record : the issue needs no immediate attention, but is noted to be complete.
Type

Standard

Material

Plaster

E

:M
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A detailed Move-out inspection of the property situated at 76 Front St., Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on
11/13/2018.
The inspection was done by Marina Santarossa for Chapps
The parties, tenant and landlord, mutually agree to have the state of the property described with all parties present, in
order to record in which state the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
any rental damage. Exception is made for the damages caused by normal wear and tear or force majeure.
This inspection report is attached to the written lease.

I Unless otherwise stated:
- No investigation is made into what is present in the walls, in the floors or in the ceilings . The condition of the floors
under
carpet is notCleanliness
investigated and no investigation/analysis of the soil is made.
Issuethe
Type
- There is no investigation into the basic construction of the property or into its stability.
Type
To repair
IfIssue
certain
defects or claims
of constructive nature might be mentioned, this is done only by way of information and
without any prejudice of either party. Such observations are also never intended to be complete.
Suggestion
- Urgency
Verticality of walls and
levelness of floors is not checked
- Responsible
Normal gaps betweenTenant
frames and windows or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on dooror window fixtures, nor are normal transitions between different building materials registered.
- Comments
The inspection does Dirty
not cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
drains, heating, pipes, ducts, wells, drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
appliances in the kitchen, etc.
- The mentioned equipment and appliances are assumed to be in a normal state of good use. The tenant is responsible
for maintenance of the appliances. In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
expense of the tenant, unless the lease states otherwise.
- The leased property is free from rising or penetrating damp and condensation.
- Everything mentioned in the inspection is property of the landlord.
If no damage is mentioned in the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is
undamaged and unsoiled, in good condition and that all co-leased devices and mechanisms located in the rented property
are functioning properly.

3. 1. 1. 1. 3. E

>B

>W

CONVENTION on terminologies

C

-Explanation of the evaluation:
Material
Concrete Bricks
o New : the element is new
Covering
Plaster
o Very good : the element is in very good condition
o Good
: the elementNone
is in good condition
Basic
Finish
o Mediocre : the element shows signs of usage or wear or is in moderate condition
Topcoat
o Bad: the element isPaint
in poor condition

E

:G

When observing a problem, the following actions may be described:
o to repair: refers to a system or element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
ensure it functions accurately and reliably, or which needs to be restored to its original state
o to replace: the element needs to be replaced
o to settle: the damages must be paid for or settled otherwise
o on job list: the matter requires action
o suggestion: the note is merely formulated as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
concerned party should check, which should be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
o for the record : the issue needs no immediate attention, but is noted to be complete.
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06/11/2018

I
Issue Type
M
-

Markings

Issue Type

To repair

I Urgency

Suggestion

Comments

Dirty
Scratch(es): 1
Spot(s): 2
A detailed Move-out inspection
of the
Smudge(s):
1 property situated at 76 Front St., Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on
11/13/2018.
The inspection was done by Marina Santarossa for Chapps
The parties, tenant and landlord, mutually agree to have the state of the property described with all parties present, in
order to record in which state the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
any rental damage. Exception is made for the damages caused by normal wear and tear or force majeure.
This inspection report is attached to the written lease.
Unless otherwise stated:
- No investigation is made into what is present in the walls, in the floors or in the ceilings . The condition of the floors
under the carpet is not investigated and no investigation/analysis of the soil is made.
- There is no investigation into the basic construction of the property or into its stability.
If certain defects or claims of constructive nature might be mentioned, this is done only by way of information and
without any prejudice of either party. Such observations are also never intended to be complete.
- Verticality of walls and levelness of floors is not checked
- Normal gaps between frames and windows or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on dooror window fixtures, nor are normal transitions between different building materials registered.
- The inspection does not cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
drains, heating, pipes, ducts, wells, drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
3.
1. 1. 1. 4.
E kitchen, etc.
>B
>D
appliances
in the
- The mentioned equipment and appliances are assumed to be in a normal state of good use. The tenant is responsible
Cfor maintenance of the appliances. In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
expense of the tenant, unless the lease states otherwise.
Structure
- The leased propertyPanelled
is free from rising or penetrating damp and condensation.
- Everything mentioned
in Wood
the inspection is property of the landlord.
Material
Solid
If no damage is mentioned
Finish
Paintedin the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is
undamaged and unsoiled, in good condition and that all co-leased devices and mechanisms located in the rented property
Colour
White
are functioning properly.

ECONVENTION: on
M terminologies
-Explanation of the evaluation:
o
o
o
o
o

I

New : the element is new
Very good : the element is in very good condition
Good : the element is in good condition
Mediocre : the element shows signs of usage or wear or is in moderate condition
Bad: the element is in poor condition

When observing a problem, the following actions may be described:
oIssue
to repair:
system or element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
Typerefers to a Markings
ensure it functions accurately and reliably, or which needs to be restored to its original state
Issue
Type
To
o to replace: the element repair
needs to be replaced
oUrgency
to settle: the damages
be paid for or settled otherwise
Onmust
job list
o on job list: the matter requires action
Cost
£40.00
o suggestion: the note is merely formulated as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
concerned party should check,
should
be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
(£50.00which
- 20.00%
depreciation)
o for the record : the issue needs no immediate attention, but is noted to be complete.
Responsible
Tenant
Comments

Fracture/CrackedScratch(es): 2

3. 1. 1. 1. 5. E

>B

>W

C
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I

Type
M

-

Tilt and Turn

Material Frame

Steel

Frame
Finish
I

None

E

:G

A detailed Move-out inspection of the property situated at 76 Front St., Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on
11/13/2018.
The inspection was done by Marina Santarossa for Chapps
The parties, tenant and landlord, mutually agree to have the state of the property described with all parties present, in
order to record in which state the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
any rental damage. Exception is made for the damages caused by normal wear and tear or force majeure.
3. 1.inspection
1. 1. 6. Ereport is attached
> B to the
> Hwritten lease.
This

CUnless otherwise stated:
- No investigation is made into what is present in the walls, in the floors or in the ceilings . The condition of the floors
Type
Radiator
under the carpet is not
investigated and no investigation/analysis of the soil is made.
There
is
no
investigation
into the basic construction of the property or into its stability.
Model
Wall Mounted
If certain defects or claims of constructive nature might be mentioned, this is done only by way of information and
any prejudice of either party. Such observations are also never intended to be complete.
Ewithout
M and levelness of floors is not checked
- Verticality of:walls
- Normal gaps between frames and windows or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on dooror window fixtures, nor are normal transitions between different building materials registered.
- The inspection does not cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
drains, heating, pipes, ducts, wells, drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
appliances in the kitchen, etc.
- The mentioned equipment and appliances are assumed to be in a normal state of good use. The tenant is responsible
for maintenance of the appliances. In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
expense of the tenant, unless the lease states otherwise.
- The leased property is free from rising or penetrating damp and condensation.
- Everything mentioned in the inspection is property of the landlord.
If no damage is mentioned in the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is

I undamaged and unsoiled, in good condition and that all co-leased devices and mechanisms located in the rented property
are functioning properly.

Issue Type on terminologies
Markings
CONVENTION
Issue Type of the evaluation:
To replace
-Explanation
Urgency
On job list
o New : the element is new
Cost
£150.00
o Very good : the element
is in very good condition
o Good : the element is in good condition
Tenant
oResponsible
Mediocre : the element
shows signs of usage or wear or is in moderate condition
oComments
Bad: the element is inNot
poor
condition
Functioning
Dent(s): 3
When observing a problem, the following actions may be described:
o to repair: refers to a system or element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
ensure it functions accurately and reliably, or which needs to be restored to its original state
o to replace: the element needs to be replaced
o to settle: the damages must be paid for or settled otherwise
o on job list: the matter requires action
o suggestion: the note is merely formulated as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
3.
1. 1. 2. party
E should check,
> S which should be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
concerned
o for
record
3.
1. the
1. 2.
1. E: the issue needs
> S no immediate
> A attention,
C but is noted
P to be complete.

E

:G

C
Alarm code: 3046

3. 1. 1. 2. 3. E

>S

>B

-I C

C
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A detailed Move-out inspection of the property situated at 76 Front St., Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on
11/13/2018.
The inspection was done by Marina Santarossa for Chapps
The parties, tenant and landlord, mutually agree to have the state of the property described with all parties present, in
order to record in which state the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
any rental damage. Exception is made for the damages caused by normal wear and tear or force majeure.
This
3. 1.inspection
1. 2. 4. Ereport is attached
> S to the written
> S lease.
otherwise stated:
E-Unless
: G is made into what is present in the walls, in the floors or in the ceilings . The condition of the floors
No investigation
under the carpet is not investigated and no investigation/analysis of the soil is made.
- There is no investigation into the basic construction of the property or into its stability.
If certain defects or claims of constructive nature might be mentioned, this is done only by way of information and
without any prejudice of either party. Such observations are also never intended to be complete.
- Verticality of walls and levelness of floors is not checked
- Normal gaps between frames and windows or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on dooror window fixtures, nor are normal transitions between different building materials registered.
- The inspection does not cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
drains, heating, pipes, ducts, wells, drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
appliances in the kitchen, etc.
- The mentioned equipment and appliances are assumed to be in a normal state of good use. The tenant is responsible
for maintenance of the appliances. In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
expense of the tenant, unless the lease states otherwise.
- The leased property is free from rising or penetrating damp and condensation.
- Everything mentioned in the inspection is property of the landlord.
If no damage is mentioned in the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is

undamaged
3.
1. 1. 2. 5.and
E unsoiled, in>good
S condition>and
C that all co-leased devices and mechanisms located in the rented property
are functioning properly.

3.
1. 1. 3. E
>C
CONVENTION on terminologies
3. 1. 1. 3. 1. E

>C

-Explanation of the evaluation:

>S

D

Eo New : the element
: B is new
o
o
o
o

Very good : the element is in very good condition
Good : the element is in good condition
Mediocre : the element shows signs of usage or wear or is in moderate condition
Bad: the element is in poor condition

When observing a problem, the following actions may be described:
o to repair: refers to a system or element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
ensure it functions accurately and reliably, or which needs to be restored to its original state
o to replace: the element needs to be replaced
o to settle: the damages must be paid for or settled otherwise
o on job list: the matter requires action
o suggestion: the note is merely formulated as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
concerned party should check, which should be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
o for the record : the issue needs no immediate attention, but is noted to be complete.

C
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3. 1. 1. 3. 1. E
I

#67878 M

CA28 9PN

>C

I
Issue Type
M
-

>S

-

R

D

Damage

Issue Type

To replace

I Urgency

On job list

Cost

£80.00

Responsible
Tenant
A detailed Move-out inspection of the property situated at 76 Front St., Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on
Comments
Not Functioning
11/13/2018.
Missing
The inspection was done
by Marina Santarossa for Chapps

The parties, tenant and landlord, mutually agree to have the state of the property described with all parties present, in
order to record in which state the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
any rental damage. Exception is made for the damages caused by normal wear and tear or force majeure.
This inspection report is attached to the written lease.
Unless otherwise stated:
- No
3.
1.investigation
1. 3. 3. E is made into
> Cwhat is present>inSthe walls, in the floors or in the ceilings . The condition of the floors
under the carpet is not investigated and no investigation/analysis of the soil is made.

is no investigation into the basic construction of the property or into its stability.
E-If There
: G or claims of constructive nature might be mentioned, this is done only by way of information and
certain defects
without any prejudice of either party. Such observations are also never intended to be complete.
- Verticality of walls and levelness of floors is not checked
- Normal gaps between frames and windows or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on dooror window fixtures, nor are normal transitions between different building materials registered.
- The inspection does not cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
drains, heating, pipes, ducts, wells, drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
appliances in the kitchen, etc.
- The mentioned equipment and appliances are assumed to be in a normal state of good use. The tenant is responsible
for maintenance of the appliances. In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
expense of the tenant, unless the lease states otherwise.
- The leased property is free from rising or penetrating damp and condensation.
- Everything mentioned in the inspection is property of the landlord.

3. 1. 1. 3. 5. E

>C

>L

-C

>L

-W

If no damage is mentioned in the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is
and unsoiled, in good condition and that all co-leased devices and mechanisms located in the rented property
Cundamaged
are functioning properly.
Type
Led spots
CONVENTION on terminologies
Number
2
-Explanation of the evaluation:

3. 1. 1. 3. 6. E

>C

o New : the element is new
Very good : the element is in very good condition
Coo Good
: the element is in good condition
o Mediocre : the element shows signs of usage or wear or is in moderate condition
Type
o Bad: the element isBuilt-In
in poorFixture
condition

E

:G

When observing a problem, the following actions may be described:

3. 1. 2. L

R

o to repair: refers to a system or element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
accurately and reliably, or which needs to be restored to its original state
Gensure it functions
C
o to replace: the element needs to be replaced
o to settle: the damages
Orderliness
Ok must be paid for or settled otherwise
o on job list: the matter requires action
Cleanliness
Notis Maintained
o suggestion: the note
merely formulated as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
concerned party should
check, which should be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
Paint
To retouch
o for the record : the issue needs no immediate attention, but is noted to be complete.

S

C

Ventilation

Sufficient

Electrical
Installation
Humidity

Compliant

Woodcondition

Ok

None

3. 1. 2. 1. L

R

3. 1. 2. 1. 1. L

>B
R

>B

>F

C
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CA28 9PN

R

>B

#67878 M

-

R

>F

C

I

Material
M

-

Hardwood Floor

Colour

EI

Brown

:M

A detailed Move-out inspection of the property situated at 76 Front St., Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on
11/13/2018.
The inspection was done by Marina Santarossa for Chapps

I

The parties, tenant and landlord, mutually agree to have the state of the property described with all parties present, in
order to record in which state the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
any rental damage. Exception is made for the damages caused by normal wear and tear or force majeure.
This inspection report is attached to the written lease.
Unless otherwise stated:
- No investigation is made into what is present in the walls, in the floors or in the ceilings . The condition of the floors
Issuethe
Type
under
carpet is notMarkings
investigated and no investigation/analysis of the soil is made.
- Issue
ThereType
is no investigation
into the basic construction of the property or into its stability.
To repair
If certain defects or claims of constructive nature might be mentioned, this is done only by way of information and
Urgency
Suggestion
without
any prejudice of
either party. Such observations are also never intended to be complete.
- Cost
Verticality of walls and
levelness of floors is not checked
£45.00
- Normal gaps between frames and windows or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on doororResponsible
window fixtures, norTenant
are normal transitions between different building materials registered.
- The inspection does not cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
Comments
drains,
heating, pipes, Scratch(es):
ducts, wells, 2drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
Spot(s):
appliances in the kitchen,
etc. 1
- The mentioned equipment and appliances are assumed to be in a normal state of good use. The tenant is responsible
for maintenance of the appliances. In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
expense of the tenant, unless the lease states otherwise.
- The leased property is free from rising or penetrating damp and condensation.
- Everything mentioned in the inspection is property of the landlord.
If no damage is mentioned in the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is
undamaged and unsoiled, in good condition and that all co-leased devices and mechanisms located in the rented property
are1.
functioning
3.
2. 1. 2. Lproperly.
R
>B
>C

CCONVENTION on terminologies
-Explanation of the evaluation:
Type
Standard
Material
o New : the element Plaster
is new
o Very good : the element is in very good condition
is in good condition
Eo Good : the element
:G
o Mediocre : the element shows signs of usage or wear or is in moderate condition
o Bad:
3.
1. 2.the
1. element
3. L is inRpoor condition
>B
>W

CWhen observing a problem, the following actions may be described:
Material
Concrete
Bricks
o to repair: refers to a
system or
element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
ensure
it
functions
accurately
and
reliably, or which needs to be restored to its original state
Covering
Plaster
o to replace: the element needs to be replaced
Basic
Finish
Nonemust be paid for or settled otherwise
o to settle:
the damages
o
on
job
list:
the
matter
requires action
Topcoat
Paint
o suggestion: the note is merely formulated as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
party
Eoconcerned
: Mshould check, which should be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
for the record : the issue needs no immediate attention, but is noted to be complete.

C
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3. 1. 2. 1. 3. L

I
M

CA28 9PN

R

>B

#67878 M

-

R

>W

-

I

A detailed Move-out inspection of the property situated at 76 Front St., Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on
11/13/2018.
The inspection was done by Marina Santarossa for Chapps
The parties, tenant and landlord, mutually agree to have the state of the property described with all parties present, in
order to record in which state the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
any rental damage. Exception is made for the damages caused by normal wear and tear or force majeure.
This
inspection report is attached to the written lease.
I
Unless otherwise stated:
- Issue
No investigation
is made
into what is present in the walls, in the floors or in the ceilings . The condition of the floors
Type
Cleanliness
under the carpet is not investigated and no investigation/analysis of the soil is made.
To repair
- Issue
ThereType
is no investigation
into the basic construction of the property or into its stability.
IfUrgency
certain defects or claims
oflist
constructive nature might be mentioned, this is done only by way of information and
On job
without any prejudice of either party. Such observations are also never intended to be complete.
£60.00
- Cost
Verticality of walls and
levelness of floors is not checked
- Normal gaps between frames and windows or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on doororResponsible
window fixtures, norTenant
are normal transitions between different building materials registered.
- Comments
The inspection does Dirty
not cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
drains, heating, pipes, ducts, wells, drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
appliances in the kitchen, etc.
- The mentioned equipment and appliances are assumed to be in a normal state of good use. The tenant is responsible
for maintenance of the appliances. In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
expense of the tenant, unless the lease states otherwise.
- The leased property is free from rising or penetrating damp and condensation.
- Everything mentioned in the inspection is property of the landlord.
If no damage is mentioned in the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is
undamaged and unsoiled, in good condition and that all co-leased devices and mechanisms located in the rented property
are functioning properly.
CONVENTION on terminologies
-Explanation of the evaluation:
o
o
o
o
o

New : the element is new
Very good : the element is in very good condition
Good : the element is in good condition
Mediocre : the element shows signs of usage or wear or is in moderate condition
Bad: the element is in poor condition

3. 1. 2. 1. 4. L

R

>B

>D

CWhen observing a problem, the following actions may be described:
o to repair: refers to a
system or element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
Structure
Panelled
ensure it functions accurately and reliably, or which needs to be restored to its original state
Material
Solid
Wood to be replaced
o to replace: the element needs
o to settle: the damages
must be paid for or settled otherwise
Finish
Painted
o on job list: the matter requires action
Colour
White
o suggestion: the note is merely formulated as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
concerned party should check, which should be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
Eo for the record: B
: the issue needs no immediate attention, but is noted to be complete.

C
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3. 1. 2. 1. 4. L

R

I
Issue Type
M
-

Markings

Issue Type

To repair

I Urgency

>B

-

R

>D

On job list

Cost

£20.00

Responsible
Tenant
A detailed Move-out inspection of the property situated at 76 Front St., Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on
Comments
Dent(s): 2
11/13/2018.
Spot(s):
1
The inspection was done
by Marina
Santarossa for Chapps

The parties, tenant and landlord, mutually agree to have the state of the property described with all parties present, in
order to record in which state the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
any rental damage. Exception is made for the damages caused by normal wear and tear or force majeure.
This inspection report is attached to the written lease.
Unless otherwise stated:

- No
3.
1.investigation
2. 1. 5. L is made
R into>what
B is present
> W in the walls, in the floors or in the ceilings . The condition of the floors
under the carpet is not investigated and no investigation/analysis of the soil is made.

is no investigation into the basic construction of the property or into its stability.
C-If There
certain defects or claims of constructive nature might be mentioned, this is done only by way of information and
without any prejudice of either party. Such observations are also never intended to be complete.
Type
Turn of floors is not checked
- Verticality of walls Tilt
andand
levelness
- NormalFrame
gaps between
frames and windows or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on doorMaterial
Steel
or window fixtures, nor are normal transitions between different building materials registered.
Frame
Finish
None
- The inspection
does
not cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
drains, heating, pipes, ducts, wells, drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
Eappliances in the
: Gkitchen, etc.
- The mentioned equipment and appliances are assumed to be in a normal state of good use. The tenant is responsible
for maintenance of the appliances. In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
expense of the tenant, unless the lease states otherwise.
- The leased property is free from rising or penetrating damp and condensation.
- Everything mentioned in the inspection is property of the landlord.
If no damage is mentioned in the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is
undamaged and unsoiled, in good condition and that all co-leased devices and mechanisms located in the rented property
are functioning properly.

3.
1. 2. 1. 6. Lon terminologies
R
>B
CONVENTION

>H

C-Explanation of the evaluation:
o New : the element Radiator
is new
Type
o Very good : the element is in very good condition
Model
o Good : the elementWall
is inMounted
good condition
o Mediocre : the element shows signs of usage or wear or is in moderate condition
o Bad: the element is in poor condition
When observing a problem, the following actions may be described:
o to repair: refers to a system or element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
ensure it functions accurately and reliably, or which needs to be restored to its original state
o to replace: the element needs to be replaced
o to settle: the damages must be paid for or settled otherwise
o on job list: the matter requires action
o suggestion: the note is merely formulated as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
concerned party should check, which should be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
o for the record : the issue needs no immediate attention, but is noted to be complete.

3. 1. 2. 2. L

R

>S

3. 1. 2. 2. 1. L

R

>S

>F

3. 1. 2. 2. 4. L

R

>S

>S

D

C
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3. 1. 2. 2. 4. L

R

>S

>S

3. 1. 2. 2. 5. L

R

>S

>C

I
3. 1. 2. 3.
M
- L

R

3. 1. 2. 3. 1. L
I
E
:G

-

R

D

>C
R

>C

>S

S

C

I A detailed
06/11/2018
Move-out inspection of the property situated at 76 Front St., Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on
11/13/2018.
The
inspection
by Marina Santarossa for Chapps
Issue
Type was done
Damage
Issue Type
To replace
The parties, tenant and landlord, mutually agree to have the state of the property described with all parties present, in
Urgency
Onstate
job list
order
to record in which
the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
any
rental damage. Exception
is made
for the damages caused by normal wear and tear or force majeure.
Comments
Connections
not working
This inspection report is attached to the written lease.
Unless otherwise stated:
- No investigation is made into what is present in the walls, in the floors or in the ceilings . The condition of the floors
3.
1. 2.
2. L is notRinvestigated
> C and no investigation/analysis
>S
under
the3.carpet
of the soil is made.
- There is no investigation into the basic construction of the property or into its stability.
If certain defects or claims of constructive nature might be mentioned, this is done only by way of information and
without any prejudice of either party. Such observations are also never intended to be complete.
- Verticality of walls and levelness of floors is not checked
- Normal gaps between frames and windows or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on dooror window fixtures, nor are normal transitions between different building materials registered.
- The inspection does not cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
drains, heating, pipes, ducts, wells, drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
appliances in the kitchen, etc.
- The mentioned equipment and appliances are assumed to be in a normal state of good use. The tenant is responsible
for maintenance of the appliances. In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
expense of the tenant, unless the lease states otherwise.
- The leased property is free from rising or penetrating damp and condensation.
- Everything mentioned in the inspection is property of the landlord.
If no damage is mentioned in the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is
undamaged and unsoiled, in good condition and that all co-leased devices and mechanisms located in the rented property
are functioning properly.
CONVENTION on terminologies

3. 1. 2. 3. 4. L

R

>C

>L

-C

-Explanation of the evaluation:

C

o New : the element is new
Type
Led spots
o Very good : the element
is in very good condition
o Good : the element2is in good condition
Number
o Mediocre : the element shows signs of usage or wear or is in moderate condition
o Bad: the element is in poor condition
When observing a problem, the following actions may be described:
o to repair: refers to a system or element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
ensure it functions accurately and reliably, or which needs to be restored to its original state
o to replace: the element needs to be replaced
o to settle: the damages must be paid for or settled otherwise
o on job list: the matter requires action
o suggestion: the note is merely formulated as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
concerned party should check, which should be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
o for the record : the issue needs no immediate attention, but is noted to be complete.

3. 1. 2. 3. 5. L

R

>C

>L

-W

C
Material

Concrete Bricks

Covering

Plaster

Basic Finish

None

Topcoat

Paint

3. 1. 3. K

C
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#67878 M

-

R

C

Orderliness

Ok

I
Cleanliness
M
Paint
SI

Ok
Ok

C

Ventilation

Sufficient

Humidity
None
A
detailed
Move-out
inspection
of the property situated at 76 Front St., Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on
Woodcondition
Ok
11/13/2018.
The inspection was done by Marina Santarossa for Chapps

3. 1. 3. 1. K

>B

The
mutually
3. 1.parties,
3. 1. 1.tenant
K and landlord,
>B
> F agree to have the state of the property described with all parties present, in
order to record in which state the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
Cany rental damage. Exception is made for the damages caused by normal wear and tear or force majeure.
This inspection report is attached to the written lease.
Material
Natural Stone Tiles
Unless otherwise stated:
Colour
- No investigation is made into what is present in the walls, in the floors or in the ceilings . The condition of the floors
under the carpet is not investigated and no investigation/analysis of the soil is made.
E- There is no investigation
:G
into the basic construction of the property or into its stability.
If certain defects or claims of constructive nature might be mentioned, this is done only by way of information and
without any prejudice of either party. Such observations are also never intended to be complete.
- Verticality of walls and levelness of floors is not checked
- Normal gaps between frames and windows or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on dooror window fixtures, nor are normal transitions between different building materials registered.
- The inspection does not cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
drains, heating, pipes, ducts, wells, drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
appliances in the kitchen, etc.
- The mentioned equipment and appliances are assumed to be in a normal state of good use. The tenant is responsible
for maintenance of the appliances. In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
expense of the tenant, unless the lease states otherwise.
- The leased property is free from rising or penetrating damp and condensation.
3.
1. 3. 1. 2.mentioned
K
B inspection
> C is property of the landlord.
- Everything
in>the

CIf no damage is mentioned in the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is
undamaged and unsoiled, in good condition and that all co-leased devices and mechanisms located in the rented property
Type
Standard
are functioning properly.
Material
Plaster
CONVENTION on terminologies

3.
1. 3. 1. 3.ofKthe evaluation:
>B
-Explanation

>W

Co New : the element is new
o Very good : the element is in very good condition
Material
o Good : the elementConcrete
is in goodBricks
condition
o Mediocre : the element shows signs of usage or wear or is in moderate condition
Covering
o Bad: the element isPlaster
in poor condition
Basic Finish
None
Topcoat
Paint the following actions may be described:
When observing a problem,

Eo to repair: refers
: Mto a system or element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
ensure it functions accurately and reliably, or which needs to be restored to its original state
o to replace: the element needs to be replaced
o to settle: the damages must be paid for or settled otherwise
o on job list: the matter requires action
o suggestion: the note is merely formulated as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
concerned party should check, which should be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
o for the record : the issue needs no immediate attention, but is noted to be complete.

3. 1. 3. 1. 4. K

>B

>D

C
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>B

-

R

>D

C

I

Structure
M
-

Panelled

Material

Solid Wood

Finish
I

Painted

Colour

White

3. 1. 3. 1. 5. K

>B

>W

A detailed Move-out inspection of the property situated at 76 Front St., Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on
C11/13/2018.
The inspection was done by Marina Santarossa for Chapps
Type
Tilt and Turn
The parties,
tenant and
landlord, mutually agree to have the state of the property described with all parties present, in
Material
Frame
Steel
order to record in which state the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
Frame
Finish
None
any rental
damage. Exception
is made for the damages caused by normal wear and tear or force majeure.
This inspection report is attached to the written lease.

E

:G

Unless otherwise stated:
- No investigation is made into what is present in the walls, in the floors or in the ceilings . The condition of the floors
under the carpet is not investigated and no investigation/analysis of the soil is made.
- There is no investigation into the basic construction of the property or into its stability.
If certain defects or claims of constructive nature might be mentioned, this is done only by way of information and
without any prejudice of either party. Such observations are also never intended to be complete.
- Verticality of walls and levelness of floors is not checked
- Normal gaps between frames and windows or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on dooror window fixtures, nor are normal transitions between different building materials registered.
- The inspection does not cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
3.
1. 3.heating,
2. K pipes, >ducts,
S wells, drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
drains,
appliances in the kitchen, etc.
3.
1. 3.
2. 2. K equipment
> Sand appliances
> Kare assumed
I to be in a normal state of good use. The tenant is responsible
- The
mentioned
for maintenance of the appliances. In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
unless the lease states otherwise.
Eexpense of the: tenant,
G
- The leased property is free from rising or penetrating damp and condensation.
- Everything mentioned in the inspection is property of the landlord.
If no damage is mentioned in the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is
undamaged and unsoiled, in good condition and that all co-leased devices and mechanisms located in the rented property
are functioning properly.
CONVENTION on terminologies
-Explanation of the evaluation:
o
o
o
o
o

New : the element is new
Very good : the element is in very good condition
Good : the element is in good condition
Mediocre : the element shows signs of usage or wear or is in moderate condition
Bad: the element is in poor condition

3. 1. 3. 2. 3. K

>S

>C

T

When observing a problem, the following actions may be described:

E

:G

o to repair: refers to a system or element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
3.
1. 3.it2.
4. K accurately
> S and reliably,
> Kor which needs
S to be restored to its original state
ensure
functions
o to replace: the element needs to be replaced
must be paid for or settled otherwise
Eo to settle: the:damages
M
o on job list: the matter requires action
o suggestion: the note is merely formulated as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
concerned party should check, which should be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
o for the record : the issue needs no immediate attention, but is noted to be complete.

3. 1. 3. 2. 7. K

>S

>C

C
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E

I
M
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>S

#67878 M

-

R

>C

:G

-

I

A detailed Move-out inspection of the property situated at 76 Front St., Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on
11/13/2018.
The inspection was done by Marina Santarossa for Chapps
The parties, tenant and landlord, mutually agree to have the state of the property described with all parties present, in
order to record in which state the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
any rental damage. Exception is made for the damages caused by normal wear and tear or force majeure.
This inspection report is attached to the written lease.

I

06/11/2018

Unless otherwise stated:
- No investigation is made into what is present in the walls, in the floors or in the ceilings . The condition of the floors
under
carpet is notDamage
investigated and no investigation/analysis of the soil is made.
Issuethe
Type
- There is no investigation into the basic construction of the property or into its stability.
Type
To replace
IfIssue
certain
defects or claims
of constructive nature might be mentioned, this is done only by way of information and
without
any prejudice of
party. Such observations are also never intended to be complete.
Urgency
Oneither
job list
- Verticality of walls and levelness of floors is not checked
working
- Comments
Normal gaps betweenConnections
frames and not
windows
or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on dooror window fixtures, nor are normal transitions between different building materials registered.
- The inspection does not cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
drains,
3.
1. 3.heating,
3. K pipes, >ducts,
A wells, drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
appliances in the kitchen, etc.
3.
1. 3.
3. 1. K equipment
> Aand appliances>are
O assumed to be in a normal state of good use. The tenant is responsible
- The
mentioned
for maintenance of the appliances. In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
unless the lease states otherwise.
Eexpense of the: tenant,
G
- The leased property is free from rising or penetrating damp and condensation.
- Everything mentioned in the inspection is property of the landlord.
If no damage is mentioned in the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is
undamaged and unsoiled, in good condition and that all co-leased devices and mechanisms located in the rented property
are functioning properly.
CONVENTION on terminologies
-Explanation of the evaluation:
o
o
o
o
o

New : the element is new
Very good : the element is in very good condition
Good : the element is in good condition
Mediocre : the element shows signs of usage or wear or is in moderate condition
Bad: the element is in poor condition

3.
1. 3.
3. 2. K a problem,
> Athe following actions
> S may be described:
When
observing
Eo to repair: refers
: G to a system or element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
ensure it functions accurately and reliably, or which needs to be restored to its original state
o to replace: the element needs to be replaced
o to settle: the damages must be paid for or settled otherwise
o on job list: the matter requires action
o suggestion: the note is merely formulated as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
concerned party should check, which should be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
o for the record : the issue needs no immediate attention, but is noted to be complete.

3. 1. 3. 3. 3. K

>A

>R

C
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A detailed Move-out inspection of the property situated at 76 Front St., Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on
11/13/2018.
The inspection was done by Marina Santarossa for Chapps
The parties, tenant and landlord, mutually agree to have the state of the property described with all parties present, in
order to record in which state the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
any rental damage. Exception is made for the damages caused by normal wear and tear or force majeure.
This inspection report is attached to the written lease.

3. 1. 3. 3. 6. K

>A

>D

Unless otherwise stated:
E- No investigation
: G is made into what is present in the walls, in the floors or in the ceilings . The condition of the floors
under the carpet is not investigated and no investigation/analysis of the soil is made.
- There is no investigation into the basic construction of the property or into its stability.
defects or claims of constructive nature might be mentioned, this is done only by way of information and
I If certain
06/11/2018
without any prejudice of either party. Such observations are also never intended to be complete.
- Verticality of walls and levelness of floors is not checked
Type
- Issue
Normal
gaps betweenDamage
frames and windows or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on doororIssue
window
fixtures, norTo
are
normal transitions between different building materials registered.
Type
repair
- The inspection does not cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
drains,
heating, pipes, On
ducts,
drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
Urgency
job wells,
list
appliances in the kitchen, etc.
Comments
Dishwasher
leaking
- The mentioned equipment and appliances are assumed to be in a normal state of good use. The tenant is responsible
for maintenance of the appliances. In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
expense of the tenant, unless the lease states otherwise.
- The leased property is free from rising or penetrating damp and condensation.
- Everything mentioned in the inspection is property of the landlord.
If no damage is mentioned in the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is
undamaged and unsoiled, in good condition and that all co-leased devices and mechanisms located in the rented property
are functioning properly.
CONVENTION on terminologies

3.
1. 3. 4. K
>C
-Explanation of the evaluation:
3.
1. 3. 4. 1. K
>C
o New : the element is new

>H

o Very good : the element is in very good condition

Eo Good : the element
:G
is in good condition

o Mediocre : the element shows signs of usage or wear or is in moderate condition
o
Bad: the element
in poor
Functioning
checkedis and
ok condition

3. 1. 3. 4. 2. K

>C

>S

D

When observing a problem, the following actions may be described:

E

:G

o to repair: refers to a system or element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
ensure it functions accurately and reliably, or which needs to be restored to its original state
Functioning
and needs
ok
o
to replace:checked
the element
to be replaced
o to settle: the damages must be paid for or settled otherwise
3.
1.job
4. H
o on
list: theBmatter requires action
o suggestion: the note is merely formulated as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
party should check, which should be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
Gconcerned C
o for the record : the issue needs no immediate attention, but is noted to be complete.
Orderliness
Ok
Cleanliness

Ok

Paint

Ok

S

C

Ventilation

Sufficient

Humidity

None

Woodcondition

Ok

3. 1. 4. 1. H

B

>B

C
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M

-

Hardwood Floor

Finish

None

Colour
I

Brown

E

:G

A detailed Move-out inspection of the property situated at 76 Front St., Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on
11/13/2018.
The inspection was done by Marina Santarossa for Chapps
The parties, tenant and landlord, mutually agree to have the state of the property described with all parties present, in
order to record in which state the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
any rental damage. Exception is made for the damages caused by normal wear and tear or force majeure.
This inspection report is attached to the written lease.

3. 1. 4. 1. 2. H

B

>B

>C

Unless otherwise stated:
C- No investigation is made into what is present in the walls, in the floors or in the ceilings . The condition of the floors
under the carpet is not investigated and no investigation/analysis of the soil is made.
- There is no investigation
into the basic construction of the property or into its stability.
Type
Standard
If certain defects or claims of constructive nature might be mentioned, this is done only by way of information and
Material
without any prejudicePlaster
of either party. Such observations are also never intended to be complete.
- Verticality of walls and levelness of floors is not checked
3.
1. 4. 1.
3. H
B frames
> Band windows
> W or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on door- Normal
gaps
between
or window fixtures, nor are normal transitions between different building materials registered.
C- The inspection does not cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
drains, heating, pipes, ducts, wells, drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
appliances in the kitchen,
etc. Bricks
Material
Concrete
- The mentioned equipment and appliances are assumed to be in a normal state of good use. The tenant is responsible
Covering
Plaster
for maintenance of the
appliances. In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
expense
of the tenant,
unless the lease states otherwise.
Basic
Finish
None
- The leased property is free from rising or penetrating damp and condensation.
Topcoat
Paint
- Everything mentioned
in the inspection is property of the landlord.

EIf no damage is
:G
mentioned in the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is
undamaged and unsoiled, in good condition and that all co-leased devices and mechanisms located in the rented property

are1.
functioning
3.
4. 1. 4. Hproperly.
B

>B

>D

CCONVENTION on terminologies
-Explanation of the evaluation:
Structure
Panelled
Material
o New : the element Solid
is newWood
o Very good : the element is in very good condition
Finish
Painted
o Good : the element is in good condition
o Mediocre : the element
Colour
Whiteshows signs of usage or wear or is in moderate condition
o Bad: the element is in poor condition

3. 1. 4. 1. 5. H

B

>B

>W

CWhen observing a problem, the following actions may be described:
o to repair: refers to a system or element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
Type
Tilt and Turn
ensure it functions accurately
and reliably, or which needs to be restored to its original state
o
to
replace:
the
element
Material Frame
Steelneeds to be replaced
o to settle: the damages must be paid for or settled otherwise
Frame
Finish
None
o on job
list: the matter
requires action
o suggestion: the note is merely formulated as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
3.
1. 5. L party should
R check, which should be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
concerned
o for the record : the issue needs no immediate attention, but is noted to be complete.

G

C

Orderliness

Ok

Cleanliness

Ok

Paint

Ok

S

C

Ventilation

Sufficient

Woodcondition

Ok

3. 1. 5. 1. L

R

>B

C
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C

I

Material
M

-

Hardwood Floor

Colour

EI

Brown

:G

A detailed Move-out inspection of the property situated at 76 Front St., Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on

11/13/2018.
3.
1. 5. 1. 2. L

R

>B

>C

The inspection was done by Marina Santarossa for Chapps

C

The parties, tenant and landlord, mutually agree to have the state of the property described with all parties present, in
Type
Standard
order to record in which
state the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
any
rental
damage.
Exception
Material
Plaster is made for the damages caused by normal wear and tear or force majeure.
This inspection report is attached to the written lease.

E

:G

Unless otherwise stated:
- No investigation is made into what is present in the walls, in the floors or in the ceilings . The condition of the floors
3.
1. 5.
3. L is not investigated
R
> Band no>investigation/analysis
W
under
the1.carpet
of the soil is made.
- There is no investigation into the basic construction of the property or into its stability.
CIf certain defects or claims of constructive nature might be mentioned, this is done only by way of information and
without any prejudice of either party. Such observations are also never intended to be complete.
Material
Concrete
Bricks
- Verticality of walls and
levelness
of floors is not checked
Normal
gaps
between
frames
and windows or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on doorCovering
Plaster
or window fixtures, nor are normal transitions between different building materials registered.
Basic
None
- The Finish
inspection does
not cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
drains, heating, pipes, ducts, wells, drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
Topcoat
Paint etc.
appliances in the kitchen,
- The mentioned equipment and appliances are assumed to be in a normal state of good use. The tenant is responsible
Efor maintenance
: Gof the appliances. In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
expense of the tenant, unless the lease states otherwise.
- The leased property is free from rising or penetrating damp and condensation.
- Everything mentioned in the inspection is property of the landlord.
If no damage is mentioned in the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is
undamaged and unsoiled, in good condition and that all co-leased devices and mechanisms located in the rented property
are functioning properly.

I CONVENTION
08/11/2018 on terminologies
-Explanation of the evaluation:
Issue Type
Cleanliness
oIssue
New :Type
the element isTo
new
repair
o Very good : the element is in very good condition
Cleancondition
oComments
Good : the element isNot
in good
o Mediocre : the element shows signs of usage or wear or is in moderate condition
o Bad: the element is in poor condition

3. 1. 5. 1. 4. L

R

>B

>D

CWhen observing a problem, the following actions may be described:
o to repair: refers to a
system or element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
Structure
Panelled
ensure it functions accurately and reliably, or which needs to be restored to its original state
Material
Solidneeds
Wood to be replaced
o to replace: the element
o to settle: the damages
must be paid for or settled otherwise
Finish
Painted
o on job list: the matter requires action
Colour
White
o suggestion: the note
is merely formulated as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
concerned party should check, which should be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
Eo for the record: G
: the issue needs no immediate attention, but is noted to be complete.

3. 1. 5. 1. 5. L

R

>B

>W

C
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A detailed Move-out inspection of the property situated at 76 Front St., Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on
11/13/2018.
The inspection was done by Marina Santarossa for Chapps
The parties, tenant and landlord, mutually agree to have the state of the property described with all parties present, in
order to record in which state the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
any rental damage. Exception is made for the damages caused by normal wear and tear or force majeure.
3. 1.inspection
5. 2. L report isRattached
>C
This
to the written lease.

3.
1. 5.otherwise
2. 8. L stated: R
Unless

>C

>L

-C

- No investigation is made into what is present in the walls, in the floors or in the ceilings . The condition of the floors
3.
2. Sthe carpetFis not investigated and no investigation/analysis of the soil is made.
under
- There is no investigation into the basic construction of the property or into its stability.
or claims of constructive nature might be mentioned, this is done only by way of information and
GIf certain defects
C
without any prejudice of either party. Such observations are also never intended to be complete.
- Verticality of walls and
Orderliness
Ok levelness of floors is not checked
- Normal gaps between frames and windows or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on doorCleanliness
Okare normal transitions between different building materials registered.
or window fixtures, nor
- The inspection does
Paint
Oknot cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
drains, heating, pipes, ducts, wells, drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
appliances in the kitchen, etc.
3.
2. 1.
B
- The
mentioned
equipment and appliances are assumed to be in a normal state of good use. The tenant is responsible
for maintenance of the appliances. In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
Gexpense ofCthe tenant, unless the lease states otherwise.
- The leased property is free from rising or penetrating damp and condensation.
Orderliness
Ok in the inspection is property of the landlord.
- Everything mentioned
Cleanliness
Not Maintained
If no damage is mentioned in the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is
undamaged and unsoiled,
in good condition and that all co-leased devices and mechanisms located in the rented property
Paint
To retouch
are functioning properly.

S

C

CONVENTION on terminologies
Ventilation
Sufficient
-Explanation of the evaluation:
Humidity
None
o New : the element Ok
is new
Woodcondition
o Very good : the element is in very good condition
o Good : the element is in good condition
3.
2. 1. 1. B
B
o Mediocre
: the element>shows
signs of usage or wear or is in moderate condition
o Bad: the element is in poor condition

3. 2. 1. 1. 1. B

>B

>F

CWhen observing a problem, the following actions may be described:
Material
Hardwood
o to repair: refers to a
system orFloor
element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
ensure
it
functions
accurately
and reliably, or which needs to be restored to its original state
Colour
Brown
o to replace: the element needs to be replaced
to settle: the: damages
must be paid for or settled otherwise
Eoo on
G
job list: the matter requires action
o suggestion: the note is merely formulated as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
concerned party should check, which should be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
o for the record : the issue needs no immediate attention, but is noted to be complete.

C
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I
Issue Type
M
-

Damage

Issue Type

To repair

I Urgency

Suggestion

Comments

Fracture/Cracked

A detailed Move-out inspection of the property situated at 76 Front St., Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on
11/13/2018.
The inspection was done by Marina Santarossa for Chapps
The parties, tenant and landlord, mutually agree to have the state of the property described with all parties present, in
order to record in which state the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
any2.rental
Exception
for the damages caused by normal wear and tear or force majeure.
3.
1. 1.damage.
2. B
> Bis made
>C
This inspection report is attached to the written lease.

C

Unless otherwise stated:
- No investigation is made
into what is present in the walls, in the floors or in the ceilings . The condition of the floors
Type
Standard
under the carpet is not investigated and no investigation/analysis of the soil is made.
Material
Plasterinto the basic construction of the property or into its stability.
- There is no investigation
If certain defects or claims of constructive nature might be mentioned, this is done only by way of information and
of either party. Such observations are also never intended to be complete.
Ewithout any prejudice
:G
- Verticality of walls and levelness of floors is not checked
- Normal
gaps
between frames
3.
2. 1. 1.
3. B
> B and windows
> W or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on dooror window fixtures, nor are normal transitions between different building materials registered.
The inspection does not cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
C-drains,
heating, pipes, ducts, wells, drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
appliances in the kitchen, etc.
Material
Concrete
Bricks
- The mentioned equipment
and
appliances are assumed to be in a normal state of good use. The tenant is responsible
for
maintenance
of
the
appliances.
In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
Covering
Plaster
expense of the tenant, unless the lease states otherwise.
Basic
Finish propertyNone
- The leased
is free from rising or penetrating damp and condensation.
Everything
mentioned
in the inspection is property of the landlord.
Topcoat
Paint
If no damage is
mentioned in the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is
Eundamaged
:G
and unsoiled, in good condition and that all co-leased devices and mechanisms located in the rented property
are functioning properly.

3. 2. 1. 1. 4. B

>B

>D

CONVENTION on terminologies

C

-Explanation of the evaluation:
Structure
Panelled
o New : the element is new
Material
Solid Wood
o Very good : the element
is in very good condition
o Good : the elementPainted
is in good condition
Finish
o Mediocre : the element shows signs of usage or wear or is in moderate condition
Colour
o Bad: the element isWhite
in poor condition

3. 2. 1. 1. 5. B

>B

>W

When observing a problem, the following actions may be described:

C

o to repair: refers to a system or element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
ensure it functions accurately
and reliably, or which needs to be restored to its original state
Type
Tilt and Turn
o to replace: the element needs to be replaced
Material
Frame
Steelmust be paid for or settled otherwise
o to settle:
the damages
o on job
list: the matter
requires action
Frame
Finish
None
o suggestion: the note is merely formulated as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
Econcerned party
: Gshould check, which should be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
o for the record : the issue needs no immediate attention, but is noted to be complete.

3. 2. 1. 1. 6. B

>B

>H

C
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A detailed Move-out inspection of the property situated at 76 Front St., Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on
11/13/2018.
The inspection was done by Marina Santarossa for Chapps
The parties, tenant and landlord, mutually agree to have the state of the property described with all parties present, in
order to record in which state the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
any rental damage. Exception is made for the damages caused by normal wear and tear or force majeure.
This inspection report is attached to the written lease.

I Unless08/11/2018
otherwise stated:
- No investigation is made into what is present in the walls, in the floors or in the ceilings . The condition of the floors
under
carpet is notDamage
investigated and no investigation/analysis of the soil is made.
Issuethe
Type
- There is no investigation into the basic construction of the property or into its stability.
Type
To settle
IfIssue
certain
defects or claims
of constructive nature might be mentioned, this is done only by way of information and
without any prejudice of either party. Such observations are also never intended to be complete.
Suggestion
- Urgency
Verticality of walls and
levelness of floors is not checked
- Comments
Normal gaps betweenNot
frames
andproperly
windows or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on doorworking
or window fixtures, nor are normal transitions between different building materials registered.
- The inspection does not cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
drains,
3.
2. 1.heating,
2. B pipes, ducts,
> C wells, drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
appliances in the kitchen, etc.
- The
mentioned
3.
2. 1.
2. 3. B equipment>and
C appliances are
> Sassumed to be in a normal state of good use. The tenant is responsible
for maintenance of the appliances. In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
unless the lease states otherwise.
Eexpense of the: tenant,
G
- The leased property is free from rising or penetrating damp and condensation.
- Everything mentioned in the inspection is property of the landlord.

I

07/11/2018

If no damage is mentioned in the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is
undamaged and unsoiled, in good condition and that all co-leased devices and mechanisms located in the rented property
are
functioning
Issue
Type properly.
Damage
Issue Type on terminologies
To repair
CONVENTION
Urgency
On job list
-Explanation of the evaluation:
Comments
Socket is broken
o New : the element is new
o Very good : the element is in very good condition
o Good : the element is in good condition
o Mediocre : the element shows signs of usage or wear or is in moderate condition
o Bad: the element is in poor condition

3. 2. 2. B
When observing a problem, the following actions may be described:

G

C

o to repair: refers to a system or element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
Orderliness
Great disorder
ensure it functions accurately
and reliably, or which needs to be restored to its original state
o to replace: the element needs to be replaced
Cleanliness
Dirtymust be paid for or settled otherwise
o to settle: the damages
o on job list: the matter
requires action
Paint
To renew
o suggestion: the note is merely formulated as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
Sconcerned partyCshould check, which should be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
o for the record : the issue needs no immediate attention, but is noted to be complete.
Ventilation
Sufficient
Humidity

None

Woodcondition

Mold

3. 2. 2. 1. B

>B

3. 2. 2. 1. 1. B

>B

>F

C
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C

I

Material
M

E
I

-

Ceramic Tiles

:B

A detailed Move-out inspection of the property situated at 76 Front St., Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on
11/13/2018.
The inspection was done by Marina Santarossa for Chapps
The parties, tenant and landlord, mutually agree to have the state of the property described with all parties present, in
order to record in which state the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
any rental damage. Exception is made for the damages caused by normal wear and tear or force majeure.
This inspection report is attached to the written lease.

I Unless otherwise stated:
- No investigation is made into what is present in the walls, in the floors or in the ceilings . The condition of the floors
under
carpet is notDamage
investigated and no investigation/analysis of the soil is made.
Issuethe
Type
- There is no investigation into the basic construction of the property or into its stability.
Type
To replace
IfIssue
certain
defects or claims
of constructive nature might be mentioned, this is done only by way of information and
without
any prejudice of
party. Such observations are also never intended to be complete.
Urgency
Oneither
job list
- Verticality of walls and levelness of floors is not checked
- Cost
Normal gaps between£50.00
frames and windows or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on dooror window fixtures, nor are normal transitions between different building materials registered.
- Responsible
The inspection does Tenant
not cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
drains, heating, pipes, ducts, wells, drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
Commentsin the kitchen,
Fracture/Cracked
appliances
etc.
- The mentioned equipment and appliances are assumed to be in a normal state of good use. The tenant is responsible
for maintenance of the appliances. In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
expense of the tenant, unless the lease states otherwise.
- The leased property is free from rising or penetrating damp and condensation.
- Everything mentioned in the inspection is property of the landlord.
If no damage is mentioned in the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is
undamaged and unsoiled, in good condition and that all co-leased devices and mechanisms located in the rented property
are functioning properly.

3. 2. 2. 1. 2. B

>B

>C

CONVENTION on terminologies

C

-Explanation of the evaluation:
Type
Standard
o New : the element is new
Material
Plasteris in very good condition
o Very good : the element
o Good : the element is in good condition
3.
2. 2. 1. 3.
B element shows
> B signs>ofW
o Mediocre
: the
usage or wear or is in moderate condition
o Bad: the element is in poor condition

C

When observing a problem,
theBricks
following actions may be described:
Material
Concrete
Covering
Plaster
o to repair: refers to a
system or element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
ensure
it
functions
accurately
and reliably, or which needs to be restored to its original state
Basic Finish
None
o to replace: the element needs to be replaced
Topcoat
Paintmust be paid for or settled otherwise
o to settle: the damages
o on job list: the matter requires action
o suggestion:
3.
2. 2. 1. 4. the
B note is merely
> B formulated
> D as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
concerned party should check, which should be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
: the issue needs no immediate attention, but is noted to be complete.
Eo for the record: G
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07/11/2018

I
Issue Type
M
-

Cleanliness

Issue Type

To repair

I Urgency

Suggestion

Comments

Hole(s): 1
Smudge(s): 2
Dirty
A detailed Move-out inspection of the property situated at 76 Front St., Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on
11/13/2018.
The inspection was done by Marina Santarossa for Chapps
The parties, tenant and landlord, mutually agree to have the state of the property described with all parties present, in
order to record in which state the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
any rental damage. Exception is made for the damages caused by normal wear and tear or force majeure.
This inspection report is attached to the written lease.
Unless otherwise stated:
- No investigation is made into what is present in the walls, in the floors or in the ceilings . The condition of the floors
under the carpet is not investigated and no investigation/analysis of the soil is made.
- There
3.
2. 2. is2.no
B investigation> into
S the basic construction of the property or into its stability.
If certain defects or claims of constructive nature might be mentioned, this is done only by way of information and
3. 2. 2.any
2. 4.
B
> Sparty. Such >observations
T
B are also never intended to be complete.
without
prejudice
of either
- Verticality of walls and levelness of floors is not checked
frames and windows or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on doorE- Normal gaps :between
B
or window fixtures, nor are normal transitions between different building materials registered.
- The inspection does not cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
drains, heating, pipes, ducts, wells, drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
appliances in the kitchen, etc.
- The mentioned equipment and appliances are assumed to be in a normal state of good use. The tenant is responsible
for maintenance of the appliances. In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
expense of the tenant, unless the lease states otherwise.
- The leased property is free from rising or penetrating damp and condensation.
- Everything mentioned in the inspection is property of the landlord.
If no damage is mentioned in the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is
undamaged and unsoiled, in good condition and that all co-leased devices and mechanisms located in the rented property
are functioning properly.
CONVENTION on terminologies
-Explanation of the evaluation:

I o New : the element is new

o Very good : the element is in very good condition
o Good : the element is in good condition
oIssue
Mediocre
shows signs of usage or wear or is in moderate condition
Type: the element
Damage
o Bad: the element is in poor condition
Issue Type
To replace
Urgency
On job list
When observing a problem, the following actions may be described:
Cost
£15.00
o to repair: refers to a system or element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
Responsible
Tenant and reliably, or which needs to be restored to its original state
ensure
it functions accurately
oComments
to replace: the element
needs to be replaced
Fracture/Cracked
o to settle: the damages
must
be paid for or settled otherwise
Not Functioning
o on job list: the matter requires action
o suggestion: the note is merely formulated as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
concerned party should check, which should be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
o for the record : the issue needs no immediate attention, but is noted to be complete.
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R

' E

I4. 1. F
4. 1. 1. F
M
-

>B

4. 1. 1. 1. F
I

>B

>E

W

A detailed Move-out inspection of the property situated at 76 Front St., Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on
11/13/2018.
The inspection was done by Marina Santarossa for Chapps
The parties, tenant and landlord, mutually agree to have the state of the property described with all parties present, in
order to record in which state the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
any rental damage. Exception is made for the damages caused by normal wear and tear or force majeure.
This inspection report is attached to the written lease.
Unless otherwise stated:
- No investigation is made into what is present in the walls, in the floors or in the ceilings . The condition of the floors
under the carpet is not investigated and no investigation/analysis of the soil is made.
4.
1. 1. is2.no
F investigation
> B into >theWbasic construction
-O
- There
of the property or into its stability.
If certain defects or claims of constructive nature might be mentioned, this is done only by way of information and
without any prejudice of either party. Such observations are also never intended to be complete.
- Verticality of walls and levelness of floors is not checked
- Normal gaps between frames and windows or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on dooror window fixtures, nor are normal transitions between different building materials registered.
- The inspection does not cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
drains, heating, pipes, ducts, wells, drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
appliances in the kitchen, etc.
- The mentioned equipment and appliances are assumed to be in a normal state of good use. The tenant is responsible
for maintenance of the appliances. In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
expense of the tenant, unless the lease states otherwise.
- The leased property is free from rising or penetrating damp and condensation.
- Everything mentioned in the inspection is property of the landlord.
If no damage is mentioned in the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is
undamaged and unsoiled, in good condition and that all co-leased devices and mechanisms located in the rented property
are functioning properly.
CONVENTION on terminologies
-Explanation of the evaluation:
o
o
o
o
o

New : the element is new
Very good : the element is in very good condition
Good : the element is in good condition
Mediocre : the element shows signs of usage or wear or is in moderate condition
Bad: the element is in poor condition

When observing a problem, the following actions may be described:
o to repair: refers to a system or element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
ensure it functions accurately and reliably, or which needs to be restored to its original state
o to replace: the element needs to be replaced
o to settle: the damages must be paid for or settled otherwise
o on job list: the matter requires action
o suggestion: the note is merely formulated as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
concerned party should check, which should be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
o for the record : the issue needs no immediate attention, but is noted to be complete.
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5. 1. H

I
5. 1. 1. H
M
-

>C

C
I

Type

Furnace

Model

Suspended

H

U

Energy
Electric
A detailed Move-out inspection of the property situated at 76 Front St., Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on
Brand
Honeywell
11/13/2018.
The inspection was done by Marina Santarossa for Chapps

5. 1. 3. H

>C

P

The parties, tenant and landlord, mutually agree to have the state of the property described with all parties present, in

Corder to record in which state the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
any rental damage. Exception is made for the damages caused by normal wear and tear or force majeure.
Number
This inspection report2 is attached to the written lease.
Unless otherwise stated:
- No investigation is made into what is present in the walls, in the floors or in the ceilings . The condition of the floors
under the carpet is not investigated and no investigation/analysis of the soil is made.
- There is no investigation into the basic construction of the property or into its stability.
If certain defects or claims of constructive nature might be mentioned, this is done only by way of information and
without any prejudice of either party. Such observations are also never intended to be complete.
- Verticality of walls and levelness of floors is not checked
- Normal gaps between frames and windows or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on dooror window fixtures, nor are normal transitions between different building materials registered.
- The inspection does not cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
drains, heating, pipes, ducts, wells, drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
appliances in the kitchen, etc.
- The mentioned equipment and appliances are assumed to be in a normal state of good use. The tenant is responsible
for maintenance of the appliances. In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
expense of the tenant, unless the lease states otherwise.
- The leased property is free from rising or penetrating damp and condensation.
- Everything mentioned in the inspection is property of the landlord.
If no damage is mentioned in the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is
undamaged and unsoiled, in good condition and that all co-leased devices and mechanisms located in the rented property
are functioning properly.
CONVENTION on terminologies
-Explanation of the evaluation:
o
o
o
o
o

New : the element is new
Very good : the element is in very good condition
Good : the element is in good condition
Mediocre : the element shows signs of usage or wear or is in moderate condition
Bad: the element is in poor condition

When observing a problem, the following actions may be described:
o to repair: refers to a system or element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
ensure it functions accurately and reliably, or which needs to be restored to its original state
o to replace: the element needs to be replaced
o to settle: the damages must be paid for or settled otherwise
o on job list: the matter requires action
o suggestion: the note is merely formulated as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
concerned party should check, which should be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
o for the record : the issue needs no immediate attention, but is noted to be complete.
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R

6. T
Issue

I
Interior > First Floor > Entrance > Basic > Ceiling
M
-

To repair

Interior
> First Floor > Entrance > Basic > Door
I

To repair

Cost

Dirty

£40.00

Fracture/Cracked Scratch(es): 2
Interior > First Floor > Entrance > Basic > Heating
To replace
A detailed Move-out inspection of the property situated at 76 Front St., Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on
Not11/13/2018.
Functioning Dent(s): 3
The inspection was done by Marina Santarossa for Chapps
Interior > First Floor > Entrance > Conformity > Smoke Detector
To replace

£150.00

£80.00

NotThe
Functioning
Missing
parties, tenant
and landlord, mutually agree to have the state of the property described with all parties present, in
order to record in which state the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
Interior
> Firstdamage.
Floor > Living
Room
> Basic
Floor
repair
£45.00
any rental
Exception
is made
for>the
damages caused by normal To
wear
and tear or force majeure.
This inspection report is attached to the written lease.
Scratch(es): 2 Spot(s): 1
Unless otherwise stated:
Interior
> First Floor >is Living
> Basic
> Wallin the walls, in the floors or To
repair
- No investigation
made Room
into what
is present
in the
ceilings . The condition of the floors £60.00
under
the
carpet
is
not
investigated
and
no
investigation/analysis
of
the
soil
is
made.
Dirty
- There is no investigation into the basic construction of the property or into its stability.
If certain
defects
claimsRoom
of constructive
nature might be mentioned, this
done only by way of information and £20.00
Interior
> First
Floor or
> Living
> Basic > Door
Toisrepair
without any prejudice of either party. Such observations are also never intended to be complete.
- Verticality
of walls
Dent(s):
2 Spot(s):
1 and levelness of floors is not checked
- Normal gaps between frames and windows or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on dooror window
fixtures,
are normal> transitions
between different building materials
registered.
Interior
> Second
Floornor
> Bathroom
Basic > Floor
To replace
£50.00
- The inspection does not cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
Fracture/Cracked
drains, heating, pipes, ducts, wells, drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
appliances in the kitchen, etc.
Interior
Second Floor
> Bathroom
> Specificsare
> Toilet
Bowl
replace
- The>mentioned
equipment
and appliances
assumed
to be in a normal To
state
of good use. The tenant is responsible£15.00
for maintenance of the appliances. In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
Fracture/Cracked
Functioning
expense of the Not
tenant,
unless the lease states otherwise.
- The leased property is free from rising or penetrating damp and condensation.
Total : £460.00
- Everything mentioned in the inspection is property of the landlord.
If no damage is mentioned in the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is

I undamaged
S
and unsoiled, in good condition and that all co-leased devices and mechanisms located in the rented property
are functioning properly.
Total Cost Budgeted Issues : £460.00
CONVENTION on terminologies
Total budgetted cost : £460.00
-Explanation of the evaluation:
o
o
o
o
o

New : the element is new
Very good : the element is in very good condition
Good : the element is in good condition
Mediocre : the element shows signs of usage or wear or is in moderate condition
Bad: the element is in poor condition

When observing a problem, the following actions may be described:
o to repair: refers to a system or element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
ensure it functions accurately and reliably, or which needs to be restored to its original state
o to replace: the element needs to be replaced
o to settle: the damages must be paid for or settled otherwise
o on job list: the matter requires action
o suggestion: the note is merely formulated as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
concerned party should check, which should be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
o for the record : the issue needs no immediate attention, but is noted to be complete.
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The parties agree that:
I
- During
this inspection all spaces and elements of the rented property and everything in the property belonging to the
landlord
have
M
- been properly inspected and the correct state was noted. The report only mentions the elements that have been
evaluated or for which issues have been noted. In addition, the report can show all described elements and spaces.
- The inspection has been done in detail with both parties, or their representatives, present and is adequately documented
without
any additional conditions, other than those mentioned in the report.
I
- All described distances, angles, dimensions and proportions were estimated in the best possible way.
- The above findings and observations have been established in all sincerity and impartiality, neutrality and truthfulness, and
subject to all rights and without any prejudice of the executor. The executor cannot be held liable for known, unknown or
hidden defects.
A detailed
Move-out
of the in
property
situated
Front
Hensingham CA28 9PN was executed on
- The
document
“State inspection
Report” is made
as many
copies at
as76
there
areSt.,
parties.
11/13/2018.
- The
tenant moving in agrees that costs for the possible purchase of goods from the tenant moving out are on his/her own
The inspection
was done agreed
by Marina
Santarossa
forofChapps
account.
Unless otherwise
upon,
at the end
the lease, the property or goods belonging to the tenant have to be
removed at the tenant’s own cost and risk.
The parties, tenant and landlord, mutually agree to have the state of the property described with all parties present, in
order to record in which state the tenant returns the property back to the owner at the end of the lease and to determine
C any rental damage. Exception is made for the damages caused by normal wear and tear or force majeure.
This inspection
is attached
to the written
Within 15report
days after
the reception
of the lease.
reports both parties can formulate remarks. These should be sent by
registered mail to the executor of the inspection, with a copy to all parties.
Unless otherwise stated:
The cost of this
inspection
is entirely
payable
the landlord.
- No investigation
is made
into what
is present
in theby
walls,
in the floors or in the ceilings . The condition of the floors
under The
the carpet
notinspection
investigated
and no investigation/analysis
the soilwho
is made.
cost ofisthis
is payable
by the tenant and the of
landlord,
will both pay their half, respectively.
- There is no investigation into the basic construction of the property or into its stability.
Thisdefects
inspection
is performed
and managed
Allmentioned,
pictures arethis
digital,
partonly
of the
can be used
If certain
or claims
of constructive
naturedigitally.
might be
is done
by report
way ofand
information
and as
withoutevidence.
any prejudice of either party. Such observations are also never intended to be complete.
- Verticality
of walls
floors
is nottochecked
The reports
forand
thislevelness
inspectionofwill
be sent
all parties after settlement of the invoice.
- Normal gaps between frames and windows or doors are not recorded. No mention is made of open miter-joints on dooror window fixtures, nor are normal transitions between different building materials registered.
- The inspection does not cover the correct functioning of various equipment, such as electricity, plumbing, ventilation,
S drains, heating, pipes, ducts, wells, drains, TV, telephone, intercom, video intercom, central vacuum, electric household
appliances in the kitchen, etc.
- The mentioned
equipment and appliances
are assumed to be in a normal state of good
use. The tenant is responsible
Tenant
#1
Landlord
Executor
for maintenance of the appliances. In case of a defect they will have to be repaired and replaced if necessary at the
Tom
Masonof the tenant, unless the lease states
Cameron
Todd
Marina Santarossa
expense
otherwise.
Main St. damp and condensation.
- The leased property is free from rising or55penetrating
9RT
- Everything mentioned in the inspection Achiemore
is property KW13
of the landlord.
If no damage is mentioned in the inspection report, it is automatically assumed by the parties that what is described is
Signature
Signature
Signature
undamaged and unsoiled, in good condition
and that all co-leased devices and mechanisms
located in the rented property
are functioning properly.
CONVENTION on terminologies
-Explanation of the evaluation:
o
o
o
o
o

New : the element is new
Very good : the element is in very good condition
Good : the element is in good condition
Mediocre : the element shows signs of usage or wear or is in moderate condition
Bad: the element is in poor condition

Tenant
When #2
observing a problem, the following actions may be described:
Irene Lynch
o to repair: refers to a system or element that is missing, not working properly or is damaged and which requires action to
ensure it functions accurately and reliably, or which needs to be restored to its original state
o to replace: the element needs to be replaced
o to settle: the damages must be paid for or settled otherwise
o on job list: the matter requires action
Signature
o suggestion: the note is merely formulated as a suggestion. These recommendations may deal with matters which the
concerned party should check, which should be repaired or replaced, or which might cause problems in the future.
o for the record : the issue needs no immediate attention, but is noted to be complete.

Executed on: 13/11/2018
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